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HeLa cells were incubated with neutron capture nuclei (boron-10 and gadolinium)-containing carbon
nanoparticles, followed by irradiation of slow thermal neutron beam. Under a neutron flux of 6 � 1011 n/
cm2 (or 10 min irradiation at a neutron flux of 1 � 109 n/cm2 s), the percentages of acute cell death at 8 h
after irradiation are 52, 55, and 28% for HeLa cells fed with BCo@CNPs, GdCo@CNPs, and Co@CNPs,
respectively. The proliferation capability of the survived HeLa cells was also found to be significantly
suppressed. At 48 h after neutron irradiation, the cell viability further decreases toe35 � 5% as compared
to the control set receiving the same amount of neutron irradiation dose but in the absence of carbon
nanoparticles. This work demonstrates “proof-of-concept” examples of neutron capture therapy using
10B-, 157Gd-, and 59Co-containing carbon nanoparticles for effective destruction of cancer cells. It will also
be reported the preparation and surface functionalization of boron or gadolinium doped coreeshell
cobalt/carbon nanoparticles (BCo@CNPs, GdCo@CNPs and Co@CNPs) using a modified DC pulsed arc
discharge method, and their characterization by various spectroscopic measurements, including TEM,
XRD, SQUID, FT-IR, etc. Tumor cell targeting ability was introduced by surface modification of these
carbon nanoparticles with folate moieties.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The concept of using boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) for
cancer treatments was first proposed in 1936 by Locher [1]. The
principal concept is to treat tumors with molecules containing
elements of very high neutron capture cross-section, such as, 10B,
157Gd, etc. Upon capture of slow thermal neutrons, 10B atom was
transformed into radioactive 11Bwhich then immediately decompose
and release highly energetic alpha and recoiling 7Li particles to
destroy nearby cancer cells. Themean free path of high energy a and
7Li particles are in the range of w10 mm which is smaller than the
average size (10e15 mm) of cells [2]. Therefore, the high energy a and
recoiling 7Li particles will only destroy the cells where the 10B-con-
taining species are located, andwillnot causesdamages toother long-
distanced normal cells. The neutron absorption cross-sections of
various elements are dramatically different, for example, C(0.0034 b,
1 b¼ 1�10�24 cm2), H(0.33 b), O(1.8� 10�4 b), N(1.8 b), P(0.18 b), Na
(0.43 b), 10B(3538 b), 155Gd(61000 b), 157Gd(255000 b), 59Co(1900 b),
wang).

All rights reserved.
etc [3]. In human bodies, the neutron absorption cross-sections of
major elements, such as, H, O, and C, are 4e8 orders smaller than that
of 10B.Therefore, as longas there isa sufficientamountof 10Belements
accumulated in a tumor site, thermal neutron irradiation will cause
death of tumor cells, but leave the surrounding normal cells un-
harmed. Normal brain tissue has a so-called “braineblood barrier” to
restrict diffusion of large and hydrophilic molecules to enter the
cerebrospinal fluid in the central nervous system. Unlike the normal
brain tissues, brain tumors are much more permeable to medicinal
molecules than normal brain tissue. The brain tumor, glioblastoma
multiforme (GBM), grows rapidly, and is poorly responsive to the
conventional therapeutic treatments. PatientswithGBMhave a quite
short average lifespan of 6e9 months after diagnosis. BNCT brings
a newhope for treatment ofmalignant brain tumors. In the literature,
several generations of 10B-containing drugs have beendeveloped and
their efficacies examined clinically. The first generation of 10B-deliv-
ering molecules includes sodium borate, boric acid and derivatives.
These first generation boron-containing molecules do not have the
tumor targetingability, andcannot reacha sufficientlyhigh tumor-to-
blood boron ratio for effective neutron capture therapy efficacy.
Consequently, their clinical treatments of malignant tumors have
been proven failure [4]. In the development of the second generation
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of BNCT agents, emphasis was put on the ability of molecules being
able to be selectively up taken by tumor cells, or have tumor-seeking
properties. Well known molecules include mercaptoundecahy-
drododecaborane (BSH), 4-dihydroxyboryl phenylalanine (BPA), etc
[5e7]. Up to date, the use of BNCT agents for curing of cancers has
achieved only very limited success [8e13]. In recent years, many
newly designed BNCT reagents have been prepared, including
borane-attached porphyrin [14], borateelipid liposomes [15,16], etc.
One of the major obstacles encountered in these previous studies is
that it is difficult to deliver enough doses of 10B-containingmolecules
into tumor cells, while still keep a high tumor-to-blood boron ratio.

Theoretical simulation using Monte Carlo-based treatment plan-
ning system (INEEL) program shows that the 10B atoms dose required
for effective destruction of cancer cells is 20e35 mg per gram tumor
cells ore109 10B atoms in each tumor cell [16]. For 157Gd-containing
medicine, the effective dose is 50e200 mg per gram tumor cells.
Currently, there is lack of any 10B- or 157Gd-containing molecules
which meet the above requirement [8e13]. Since the amount of 10B-
or 157Gd-containing molecules within a tumor cell cannot reach the
effective dosage, the death rate of tumor cells, upon neutron irradi-
ation, is usually very modest. Previously, single walled carbon nano-
tubes have beenwidely used as biological cargoes for transportation
of biologically active molecules into cells [17e19]. For the purpose of
BNCT, substitutedC2B10 carborane cagewas chemically attached onto
SWCNTs [10]. Animalmodel study showed that the carborane-SWNT
complex can selectively accumulate in the EMT6 tumor cells in mice
with amaximumconcentration of 22.8 mg boronper gram tissue. The
cytotoxicity of the carboraneeSWCNT complex and the neutron
irradiation therapeutic effects, however, were not reported. In
another study, ball-milled non-magnetic B4C particles were surface
modifiedwithvarious functional groupsand fed toB16F10malignant
melanoma cells [11]. After neutron irradiation, the proliferation
capability, by measuring 3H-thymidine incorporation, of B16 F10
malignant melanoma cells was found to be significantly inhibited.
Information regarding the cytotoxicity of B4C particles and neutron
irradiation induced cell death, however, was not reported either.

To realize the effects of BNCT, several challenges have to be over-
come: (a) the local concentration of 10B in a tumorhas to be as high as
possible, close to or higher than 20e30 mg/g cells (ore109 boron atoms
per cell) [20,21]; (b) BNCT molecules ought to have tumor targeting
ability so that the tumor-to-blood boron ratio can be reached high
enough to causedamages in tumorcells but leavenearbynormal cells
un-injureduponneutron irradiation; (c) it has to be able to useMRI to
identify the location (or distribution) of the medicinal molecules,
since patients cannot be sacrificed, like experimental animals, for
measurement of the boron distribution in various organs/tissues.

In literature, HeLa cells are commonly adopted to examine the
efficacies of anti-cancer drugs. It was reported that tumor cells are
over-expressed with folate receptors on cell membrane, whereas
normal cells have very few or none folate receptors [22,23].
Therefore, folate moieties can be used to enhance the cellular
uptake efficiency of neutron capture elements-containing mole-
cules or nanomaterials by chemically attaching folate to these
molecules or nanomaterials. To conquer the above mentioned
challenges and to evaluate the feasibility of neutron capture
therapy, we prepare BCo@CNPs, GdCo@CNPs and Co@CNPs as
cargoes for neutron capture elements, measure the cytotoxicities of
these nanoparticles in HeLa cells, and investigate the cell-killing
efficacies upon thermal neurtron irradiation.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Production of BCo@CNPs, GdCo@CNPs and Co@CNPs

Neutron capture elements-containing carbon nanoparticles were produced by
a homemade pulsed DC arc discharge facility. The setup of the device is similar to the
conventional KrätschmereHuffman arc discharge facility; except that the power
was supplied by a DC power supplier and the pulse duration was controlled by
a wave function generator (see Scheme 1). The anode was a graphite electrode filled
with a mixture of boron and cobalt oxide (1:1 mol ratio), gadolinium oxide and
cobalt oxide (1:1 mol ratio) or cobalt oxide. The cathode was a tungsten electrode.
The bias voltage between the cathode and the anode is 30 V; the pulse duration for
electric arcing is 0.2 ms; and the relaxation time between two pulses is also 0.2 ms.
The pressure in the arc discharge chamber is 500 Torr Ar atmosphere.

2.2. Procedure for surface grafting of carbon nanoparticles with poly(acrylic acid)

The procedure for surface grafting of carbon nanoparticles is similar to the
literature procedures [24,25]. Briefly, 30 mg of carbon nanoparticles and 1 mL of
acrylic acid were dispersed homogeneously in 7 mL de-ionized water by ultra-
sonication. 20 mg of benzoyl peroxide in 0.2 mL THF was injected into the above
carbon nanoparticle solution, followed by 1 min sonication and 15 s microwave
irradiation in a domestic microwave oven (2.45 GHz, 600 W). The above addition of
benzoyl peroxide-sonication-microwave irradiation process was repeated 2e4
times. When the extent of polymerization of acrylic acid becomes higher, the
solution becomes more viscous, and so does the extent of surface grafting on carbon
nanoparticles. Finally, the surface modified carbon nanoparticles was separated
from the free polymer (in the solution) by centrifugation at the speed of 16,000 rpm,
and washed with DI water a few times.

2.3. Synthesis of NH2ePEGefolate [26]

500 mg of polyoxyethylene bis-amine (NH2ePEGeNH2, Sigma) was mixed with
equal moles of folic acid, N,N0-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC, TCI) and N-hydroxy-
succinimide (NHS, Aldrich) in 5 mL dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) in the presence of
10 mL pyridine. The flask was wrapped with aluminum foil (to avoid room light
irradiation and subsequent deactivation of folic acid), and sonicated in a water bath
for 5 min. The solution was stirred at room temperature overnight under a N2

atmosphere. The side product, dicyclohexylurea, was removed from the solution by
addition of 10 mL water and centrifugation to remove the bottom water layer. The
orange color final product, NH2ePEGefolate, was obtained by rotary evaporation of
the remaining solvent.

2.4. Coupling of PAA-grafted carbon nanoparticles and NH2ePEGefolate

40 mg PAA-grafted carbon nanoparticles, 22.9 mg DCC and 31.9 mg NHS were
mixed and dispersed in 7 mL DMSOepyridine (5:2 v/v) solution. The solution was
stirred at room temperature in a N2 atmosphere for 2 h. The folateePEGePAA-
grafted carbon nanoparticles were collected by filtration via a filter membrane with
pore size of 0.45 mm and washed by THF a few times to remove Dicyclohexylurea,
and re-dispersed in 5 mL DMSO. To the solution was added 210 mg
NH2ePEGefolate. The solution was stirred at room temperature in a N2 atmosphere
for 6 h. The final nanoparticle coupling product was collected by an external magnet
and washed by THF and methanol a few times to remove physically absorbed
NH2ePEGefolate.

2.5. Cytotoxicity measurements of carbon nanoparticles

To a 24-well plate, it was loaded 1.25 � 104 cells in each well using PBS buffer
containing Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM). Then the plate was incu-
bated for 24 h to allow HeLa cells to stick onto the bottom of the plate and grow.
Then, 20 mL of PBS buffer solution containing different amount of carbon nano-
particles (ranging from 100 to 0.09766 mg/mL) was added to the wells, followed by
24 h incubation. To each well, it was added 10 mL of 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-
2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT, 5mg/mL in PBS solution), and the cells were
incubated for another 4 h at 37 �C before complete removal of cell solution and
addition of 1 mL DMSO to lyses the cells and dissolve the purple formazan product.
The cell solution was stirred by pipet to make the purple color homogeneously. The
solutionwas put in an eppendorff, and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 min. 200 mL
of the supernatant was removed and put in another 96-well plate for optical density
measurements. The optical density of each well was determined at 570 nm and
compared to the standard curve to convert the optical density to equivalent number
of cells, and the percentage of cell viabilities.

2.6. Thermal neutron irradiation experiments

In the central 16 wells of a 96-well plate, it was loaded 200 mL of DMEMmedium
solution containing 1.25 � 104 cells, followed by addition of 20 mL of a PBS buffer
solution containing 0.09766 mg of carbon nanoparticles. The plate was put back to an
incubator at 37 �C to incubate 24 h and allow HeLa cells to intake carbon nano-
particles. The free carbon nanoparticles in the solution were removed by washing
the cells twice using a PBS buffer solution. The plate was then irradiated by a slow
thermal neutron beam from the nuclear reactor located inside the campus of
National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu, Taiwan, for 10, 20, and 40min. After neutron
irradiation, the plates were further incubated at 37 �C for 8, 24, and 48 h, and then



Fig. 1. (a) Low resolution TEM image of as-produced BCo@CNPs carbon soots. (b) High resolution TEM image of BCo@CNPs.
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cell viabilities were determined. The cell viabilities of HeLa cells fed with carbon
nanoparticles after neutron irradiation were obtained by normalization to that
without being fed with carbon nanoparticles but receiving the same amount of
neutron irradiation dose. Control experiments show that For HeLa cells without
being fed with carbon nanoparticles, the cell viabilities did not show any noticeable
differences whether or not receiving 10 or 20 min neutron irradiation. All data were
obtained by average of 2e3 sets of the same experiments.
3. Results and discussion

In the current study, boron and cobalt-containing carbon
nanoparticles, BCo@CNPs, were produced by a homemade, modi-
fied DC pulsed arc process (see the experimental section for
details). In conventional electric arc discharge processes, carbon
nanoparticles were produced as a minor product, in addition to
carbon nanotubes and amorphous carbon species. It is quite diffi-
cult to produce carbon nanoparticles as the major product without
co-existence of carbon nanotubes. Due to the smaller sizes, carbon
nanoparticles are much easier for cells to uptake than long carbon
nanotubes. Many efforts have been devoted to searching for
processes to produce carbon nanoparticles with well graphitized
carbon shells as the major products. However, only limited
numbers of processes are successful [27e30]. As shown in Fig. 1(a),
transmission electron microscope (TEM) image shows that most of
the as-produced carbon soots are spherical nanoparticles with sizes
in the range of 20e50 nm (see Fig. 1(a)), in addition to some
amorphous carbon species. Almost no carbon nanotubes were
produced in this pulsed DC arc discharge process. High resolution
TEM image shows that BCo@CNPs has well-defined graphene layers
with cobalt nanoparticles encapsulated in the central core of the
nanoparticle (see Fig. 1(b)). XRD measurement of BCo@CNCs show
Scheme 1. The Schematic setup for the DC pulsed electric arc discharge facility f
that the encapsulated Co nanoparticle is present in the form of CoB
alloy (see Supplementary Figure S1). Mapping of electron energy
loss spectra (EELS) shows that the boron atoms are evenly
distributed in the whole carbon nanoparticle; and cobalt nano-
particle was encapsulated in the central core of carbon shells (see
Supplementary Figure S2). From the intensity ratio of the electron
energy loss signals of the boron and carbon K shell electrons, the
atomic ratio of boron to carbon was estimated to be w1/10,
whereas the B to Co ratio in the BCo@CNCs was measured by
inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrum (ICP-AES) to
be 1:1.54. Overall, the atomic ratio among B:Co:C is around
1:1.54:10, i.e., the molar percentage of boron in the BCo@CNPs is
w8% (or w1.6% 10B isotope). By a similar way, gadolinium-cobalt-
containing carbon nanoparticles (GdCo@CNPs) were also prepared.
Similar to the BCo@CNPs, GdCo@CNPs also has clear and well-
defined graphene layers (see Figure S3(a) & (b) for low and high
resolution TEM images, respectively). Powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD) measurement of the GdCo@CNPs shows that most of Gd-
atoms exist in the form of Gd2C3 carbide (see Supplementary
Figure S4), instead of GdCo alloy; whereas, the Co element is
present in the form of face centered cubic crystalline structure. It is
commonly observed that lanthanide elements prefer to form metal
carbides, rather than to exist in a pure metallic form [27,31,32]. It
has been proven difficult to prepare GdCo@CNPs having encapsu-
lated GdCo alloy [31,32]. For the purpose of neutron capture
therapy, it does not matter whether the Gd element exists as
a GdCo alloy or as a Gd carbide. However, for the purpose of
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), it is better to have GdCo alloy,
since metal alloy usually has a larger saturation magnetization
value than their corresponding carbides [33]. From both the
or production of neutron capture element-containing carbon nanoparticles.



Scheme 2. Reaction steps for surface functionalization of BCo@CNPs, GdCo@CNPs and Co@CNPs with folate moieties. In step (1), carbon nanoparticles were surface grafted with
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) by a sonication-microwave method. In step (2), the terminal carboxylic acid moiety of folic acid was coupled to polyoxyethylene bis-amine using DCC/NHS
reagents in DMSO-pyrindine co-sovlent, and then further coupled to the PAA-grafted carbon nanoparticles in step (3), where DCC is N,N0-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide, and NHS is
N-hydroxysuccinimide.
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intensity ratio of EELS and ICP-AES measurements, the Gd:Co:C
ratios were determined to be 1:11.43:10; that is, the molar
percentage of Gd is about 4.4 mol%. Superconducting quantum
interference devices (SQUID) measurements show that the satu-
ration magnetization values of BCo@CNPs, GdCo@CNPs, and
Co@CNPs are 1, 8, and 30 emu/g, respectively (see Supplementary
Figure S5). The Co@CNPs was prepared in the similar way as
those of BCo@CNPs and GdCo@CNPs, except that cobalt oxide was
used in the DC pulsed arc discharge process, rather than boron-
cobalt oxide or gadolinium oxide-cobalt oxide mixture. High
resolution TEM image shows that the Co@CNPs, similar to the other
two CNPs, has an fcc-Co nanoparticle being wrapped by well
graphitized graphene layers (see Supplementary Figure S6 for TEM
images and Figure S7 for XRD spectrum).

For cellular experiments, carbon nanoparticles were surface
functionalized with poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) to become soluble in
water [24,25], followed by coupling to NH2ePEGefolate, where PEG
represents polyoxyethylene. The NH2ePEGefolate was pre-
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Fig. 2. FT-IR spectra of (a) PAA-grafted, (b) NH2ePEGePAA-grafted, and (c) folatee
PEGePAA-grafted BCo@CNPs.
synthesized via coupling of folic acid and polyoxyethylene bis-amine
together. The synthetic procedureswere showninScheme2. Thefinal
carbon nanoparticles bear folate moieties, and are able to bind to
folate receptors on HeLa tumor cells. The attachment of folate moie-
ties on carbon nanoparticles could enhance the uptake of nano-
materials via receptor-mediated endocytosis process [34,35].
Previously, it was also observed that attachment of folate to lipid
molecules enhances liposome binding to tumor cells [36]. Fig. 2
shows the FT-IR spectra of PAA-grafted, PEGePAA-grafted and fola-
teePEGePAA-grafted BCo@CNPs. The FT-IR spectrum in Fig. 2(a)
shows the characteristic stretching peaks of OeH bond and >C]O
bond of the acrylic acid moieties of PAA at w3450 and 1730 cm�1,
respectively. Upon being coupled with polyoxyethylene bis-amine
(NH2ePEGeNH2), the >C]O of the acrylic acid moieties was con-
verted to peptideeN(H)C]Obond,which is evidenced by shift of the
1730 cm�1 band to 1632 cm�1, in accompanied with the occurring of
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Fig. 3. Enlarged FT-IR spectra of Fig. 2(b) and (c) in the range of 1400e1800 cm�1 for
NH2ePEGePAA-grafted, and folateePEGePAA-grafted BCo@CNPs.



Fig. 4. Vertical cross-section optical images of HeLa cells. The image in (a) is a visible light optical image of HeLa cells fed with BCo@CNPsePAAefolate with a dose of 0.09677 mg/mL.
(b) The green fluorescence was from the folate moieties on BCo@CNPsePAAefolate under a FITC filter (lex ¼ 478e495 nm, lem ¼ 510e550 nm). (c) The nuclei of HeLa cells were
stained with a DAPI (blue) dye. The image was taken using a DAPI filter (lex ¼ 400e414 nm, lem ¼ 450e465 nm). (d) The optical image in (d) was an overlay image of (b) and (c).
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the strong ether CeO stretching band atw1100 cm�1 (see Fig. 2(b)).
Thebandsat2920and2871cm�1 aredue to theCeHstretching signal
from the PEG moieties. As compared to Fig. 2(a), the strong, broad
band at 3450 cm�1 is most probably due to overlapping of the
terminal amino NH2 and peptide eNHe(C]O) moieties in the PEG
chains. When PAA-grafted BCo@CNPs was directly coupled to
NH2ePEGefolate, instead of NH2ePEGeNH2, the FT-IR spectrum
looks very similar, but slightly different from that shown in Fig. 2(b)
(see Fig. 2(c) vs. Fig. 2(b)). The major difference occurs in the region
between 1700 and 1400 cm�1 region, which was enlarged in Fig. 3.
The stretching signal from the >C]O in the peptide (eNHC]O)
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moieties remains the same at w1632 cm�1. The additional weak
bands atw1597andw1509cm�1were attributed to the aromatic C]
C bending bands of the folate moieties (see Fig. 3).

To examine whether these carbon nanoparticles have neutron
capture therapeutic (NCT) effects, in vitro cellular experimentswere
conducted using HeLa cells. Fig. 4 shows the confocal optical images
of HeLa cells fed with folate-grafted BCo@CNPs. The green fluores-
cence was from the folate moieties. The confocal optical images
show that upon internalization, nanoparticles stay in the cytoplasm
without entering the nucleus which was stained by a blue fluores-
cent dye, 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Fig. 5 shows the
cytotoxicities of these three nanoparticles as a function of nano-
particle doses. The IC50s of BCo@CNPs, GdCo@CNPs and Co@CNPs
are about 6.25, 6.25, and >200 mg/mL, respectively. For thermal
neutron irradiation experiments, the dose of nanoparticles was
chosen tobe 0.09677mg/ml,where the cytotoxicities are lowand the
cell viabilities of HeLa cells are 91%, 89%, and 85% for folate-grafted
BCo@CNPs, GdCo@CNPs and Co@CNPs, respectively. The neutron
source was from the Nuclear Reactor located in the campus of
National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu, Taiwan. The cell viabilities
were obtained using the MTT (3-(4,5-Dimethyl thiazol-2-yl)-2,5-
diphenyltetrazolium bromide) assay, of which the optical densities
were normalized to the control set of experiments where the HeLa
cells received the same amount of neutron dose but without being
fed with carbon nanoparticles. As shown in Fig. 6(a), HeLa cells fed
with BCo@CNPs, GdCo@CNPs, and Co@CNPs have cell viabilities of
w48, w45, and w72%, respectively, at 8 h after thermal neutron
irradiationwith a dose of 6� 1011 n/cm2 (or 10 min irradiationwith
a neutron beam intensity of 1�109 n/cm2 s). In other words, 10min
thermal neutron irradiation causes acute cell deaths of 52, 55, and
28% for HeLa cells fed with BCo@CNPs, GdCo@CNPs, and Co@CNPs,
respectively, at 8 h after irradiation. The results demonstrate that
these neutron capture elements-containing carbon nanoparticles
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are very promising NCT nanomaterials, and are probably far better
than the 1st and 2nd generations of B or Gd-atom based NCT
molecules, since aB-orGd-containingcarbonnanoparticle can carry
hundredor thousand timesmoreneutron capture elements than the
previous molecule-based counter parts. Double or quadruple the
neutron irradiation doses only leads to slight variation in the cell
viability (or acute cell death rates), which might be due to nearly
complete consumption of neutron capture elements during the first
10 min irradiation (see Fig. 6(a)). To examine whether the prolifer-
ation capabilities of survived HeLa cells were affected by the NCT
treatments, the cell viabilities were measured as a function of the
incubation time for HeLa cells receiving 10 min thermal neutron
irradiation. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the cell viabilities of HeLa cells fed
with nanoparticles continue dropping at 24 and 48 h after 10 min
neutron irradiation, indicating that the survived HeLa cells, albeit
still surviving, are damaged by the NCT treatment and their prolif-
eration capabilities decline as compared to the control set of HeLa
cells receiving the same amount of neutron dose but without being
fed with nanoparticles. Upon absorption of neutrons, Gd-atoms
become radioactive, and decay immediately to generate g-ray and
a high energy AugereCostereKronig electronwith 7.94MeV energy
[37,38]. The AugereCostereKronig electron has a very short mean
free path length of a few nanometers, and is very effective in
destroying DNA [39]. Since Gd is also amagnetic nucleus, molecules
containing Gd not only can serve as a thermal neutron capture
therapy reagent, but also act as anMRI contrast reagent [40,41]. 59Co
atom, similar to 10B and Gd, has a thermal neutron capture cross-
section of 1900 b [3], and can be converted to become radioactive
60Co upon receiving neutron irradiation. Radioactive 60Co has a half-
life of 5.26 years and decays by emitting a beta ray (an electron) to
excited state 60Ni, which then further decays immediately to ground
state 60Ni and emits two gamma decays with energy of 1.17 and
1.33 MeV, respectively [42]. Therefore, Co@CNPs also has weak
neutron capture therapeutic effect and causes w28% the acute cell
death as compared to the other two nanoparticles (see Fig. 5(a)).
Fig. 6(b) shows that Co@CNPs has more pronounced long term
damage effect on the proliferation capability of survived HeLa cells
than the other two nanoparticles.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated “proof-of-concept” exam-
ples for BNCT, Gd-NCT, and Co-NCT at the cell level that 10B, 157Gd
and 59Co-containing carbon nanoparticles indeed can effectively
induce acute cell deaths upon receiving thermal neutron irradia-
tion. These carbon nanoparticles were surface modified with folate
moieties, and therefore, are able to target tumor cells having folate
receptors over-expressed on cell membrane. 10 min irradiation
with a neutron intensity of 1�109 n/cm2 s results in 52, 55, and 28%
acute cell death for HeLa cells fed with BCo@CNPs, GdCo@CNPs, and
Co@CNPs, respectively, at 8 h after neutron irradiation. After
thermal neutron irradiation, the proliferation capability of survived
HeLa cells was also found to be significantly suppressed as
compared to the control set of HeLa cells which received the same
amount of neutron dose but without internalization of nano-
particles. Themedicinal efficacies of these carbon nanoparticles can
be further optimized using pure 10B or 157Gd isotopes, or by
increasing larger percentages of neutron capture elements in the
precursors for preparation of carbon nanoparticles. Since these
nanomaterials are also magnetic, they have great potential to serve
as both diagnostic MR imaging probes and therapeutic drugs
simultaneously. Due to its compact structure, a single carbon
nanoparticle can carry hundreds or thousands times more neutron
capture atoms than a molecule-based counterpart. Our results
clearly demonstrate that these neutron capture elements-con-
taining nanoparticles are very promising medicinal nanomaterials
for NCT destruction of cancers/tumors and potentially for diagnosis
as well.
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